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I've included the Female Exile body and head as well as the Male Exile body and head. (Both Exile
bodies are also included in KOTOR 1 mods in the Kotor 1 vanilla textures folder if you want to use the
Exile heads as well. All I know is I got tired of looking at vanilla characters so I made this mod that
expands on the vanilla characters that you could play as. What's new is there are no more male or
female individuals. You can make NPCs that look like Jedi and Sith alike and dress them the same.
The male Vette body/head has been replaced with the Vette Exile head. The female Juhani
body/head has been replaced with the Juhani Exile head. The female Bastilla body/head has been
replaced with the Bastilla Exile head. The female Lower Brumby has been replaced with the Twilek
Exile head. The female Bald Exar is still the same. The female Nyss dead like they were before. The
Male Sith, Female Sith and Male Jedi bodies are exactly like their vanilla counterparts. However, the
new heads are heavily inspired by the official artwork (especially the male Jedi artwork) and are
intentionally unrealistic. Not necessarily offensive but also not at all as nice as the original character
artwork. Hey, I made a few mods for Kotor 2, go check it out if you are interested. This time around I
made some mods that can be ported to Kotor 1. Below are the mods, the main file, and the separate
files I gave the description of along with an update. A complete face texture overhaul of the heads
for only the Jedi Exile, Asajj Ventress, Brace, Bria Tharen, Calista Vann, Black Talon, Yuun, Juun,
Chopper, Ki-Adi Mundi, Aayla Secura, Cato and Samon
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this mod does something slightly different from the others but it can work with most body mods and
has been around for a while. it gives a male character a giant helmet that can be attached to his
head and is actually made of metal. this means that it will fit on any male body mod and you can

attach any other helmet mods to it. the downside is that it doesnt provide any additional faces but it
can provide some extra challenge and flexibility for people who want to play as that character. this is

a very simplistic mod but it works in conjunction with the ones above and will probably be most
useful if your primary goal is to play as a bald character or play on an entirely different difficulty. like

the previous mod, this one also gives you a male head which you can use with any body mods. its
quite small though and will make some other body mods hard to install so it shouldnt be used with
any major body mods. its compatible with real hd face textures but not with any of the real hd hair

textures mods. this mod is similar to the real hd face textures mod above in that it provides you with
a bunch of different heads that you can use with any body mod. it also includes a female version of

the heads provided by the mod above. it requires the real hd face textures mod. this is a very similar
mod to the one above but rather than provide you with multiple heads, it will give you three specific

heads. its only compatible with some body mods so if you are using a lot of body mods, this mod
may not make a lot of sense. its compatible with real hd face textures. 5ec8ef588b
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